Record of Issue of License to Marry.

District of: Lehue, Island of: Kauai

License Issued by: M.B. Fernandes Date of License: July 19/10 Bachelor, Widower, Divorced

Name of Male: Jose Oliveira Age: 38
Nationality: Portuguese Residence: Kauai

Name of Father: Francisco Oliveira Name of Mother: Maria de Souza

Nationality: Portuguese Nationality: Portuguese Residence: Madeira Residence: Madeira

Name of Female: Francisco Goulalves Age: 19 Maid, Widower, Divorced

Nationality: Portuguese Residence: Kauai

Name of Father: Jose Goulalves Name of Mother: Maria Goulalves

Nationality: Portuguese Nationality: Portuguese Residence: Kauai Residence: Kauai

Names of Witnesses: Jose Goulalves Sr. and Jose Souza

Copy sent to Registrar of Marriages

27 day of July 1910

(Signed) M.B. Fernandes, Agent to Grant Licenses to Marry.

District of: Lehue, Island of: Kauai